Tipo e numero di titolo: Ph.D. (area 10, 11, 14).

Skills in the human sciences are required (CUN disciplinary areas 10, 11, 14).

- Analysis and valorization of cultural, socio-economic, and touristic aspects of the territory.
- Analysis aimed at the study of the cultural and environmental heritage and at promoting sustainable development of the territory.
- Analysis and study of new forms and practices of social inclusion (e.g., in formal and non-formal educational contexts).
- Proposal and design of models and analyses related to digitalization, innovation, research methods applied to the territory, also referring to the promotion of digital culture in formal and non-formal educational contexts.
- Proposal and design of models and analyses aimed at preventing, reducing, and combating educational poverty and psychosocial distress, experimenting with new social inclusion practices.
- Epistemological, theoretical, and methodological aspects of the analysis of innovative processes in education and inclusion.
- Proposal and design of models and analyses related to the promotion and dissemination of models and research methods applied to the territory, also referring to the promotion of digital culture in formal and non-formal educational contexts.
- Proposal and design of models and analyses related to the promotion and dissemination of models and research methods applied to the territory, also referring to the promotion of digital culture in formal and non-formal educational contexts.
- Proposal and design of models and analyses related to the promotion and dissemination of models and research methods applied to the territory, also referring to the promotion of digital culture in formal and non-formal educational contexts.
- Proposal and design of models and analyses related to the promotion and dissemination of models and research methods applied to the territory, also referring to the promotion of digital culture in formal and non-formal educational contexts.
- Proposal and design of models and analyses related to the promotion and dissemination of models and research methods applied to the territory, also referring to the promotion of digital culture in formal and non-formal educational contexts.
- Proposal and design of models and analyses related to the promotion and dissemination of models and research methods applied to the territory, also referring to the promotion of digital culture in formal and non-formal educational contexts.
- Proposal and design of models and analyses related to the promotion and dissemination of models and research methods applied to the territory, also referring to the promotion of digital culture in formal and non-formal educational contexts.
- Proposal and design of models and analyses related to the promotion and dissemination of models and research methods applied to the territory, also referring to the promotion of digital culture in formal and non-formal educational contexts.
- Proposal and design of models and analyses related to the promotion and dissemination of models and research methods applied to the territory, also referring to the promotion of digital culture in formal and non-formal educational contexts.
- Proposal and design of models and analyses related to the promotion and dissemination of models and research methods applied to the territory, also referring to the promotion of digital culture in formal and non-formal educational contexts.
Per promuovere la missione del PNRR ed in coerenza con l’art. 8 del DM 118/2023 (PhDs PNRR), i temi di ricerca del dottorato in Processi Formativi, il dottorato in Psicologia e la dottorato in Sociologia, che rispondano al veloce e complessità della transizione ecologica e della cultura digitale, si richiede competenza nell’ambito delle scienze umane (Aree disciplinari CUN 10, 11, 14).

Proposte di progetti che coinvolgono la sperimentazione in situazioni professionali e nell’istruzione e nell’inclusione.

Per promuovere la missione del PNRR ed in coerenza con l’art. 8 del DM 118/2023 (PhDs PNRR), i temi di ricerca del dottorato in Processi Formativi, il dottorato in Psicologia e la dottorato in Sociologia, che rispondano al veloce e complessità della transizione ecologica e della cultura digitale, si richiede competenza nell’ambito delle scienze umane (Aree disciplinari CUN 10, 11, 14).

Proposte di progetti che coinvolgono la sperimentazione in situazioni professionali e nell’istruzione e nell’inclusione.

- Promozione della cultura digitale nei contesti educativi formali;
- Potenziamento della capacità amministrativa ed etica nella progettazione delle politiche pubbliche;
- Potenziamento delle capacità amministrative ed etiche nella progettazione delle politiche pubbliche;
- Osservazioni e cambiamenti di strategie manageriali e di leadership, in riferimento alla gestione del territorio e delle risorse umane a disposizione.

- Proposta di soluzioni digitali utili all’implementazione delle policies ed alla semplificazione e progettazione di dinamiche di amministrazione pubblica collegabili al territorio e alla formazione delle risorse umane;
- Proposta di soluzioni digitali utili all’implementazione delle policies ed alla semplificazione e progettazione di dinamiche di amministrazione pubblica collegabili al territorio e alla formazione delle risorse umane;

- Osservazioni e cambiamenti di strategie manageriali e di leadership, in riferimento alla gestione del territorio e delle risorse umane a disposizione. Il pubblico è invitato a partecipare alla progettazione di soluzioni digitali con il contesto delle risorse umane e a progettare la semplificazione e progettazione di dinamiche di amministrazione pubblica collegabili al territorio e alla formazione delle risorse umane.

- Osservazioni e cambiamenti di strategie manageriali e di leadership, in riferimento alla gestione del territorio e delle risorse umane a disposizione. Il pubblico è invitato a partecipare alla progettazione di soluzioni digitali con il contesto delle risorse umane e a progettare la semplificazione e progettazione di dinamiche di amministrazione pubblica collegabili al territorio e alla formazione delle risorse umane.

- Osservazioni e cambiamenti di strategie manageriali e di leadership, in riferimento alla gestione del territorio e delle risorse umane a disposizione. Il pubblico è invitato a partecipare alla progettazione di soluzioni digitali con il contesto delle risorse umane e a progettare la semplificazione e progettazione di dinamiche di amministrazione pubblica collegabili al territorio e alla formazione delle risorse umane.

- Osservazioni e cambiamenti di strategie manageriali e di leadership, in riferimento alla gestione del territorio e delle risorse umane a disposizione. Il pubblico è invitato a partecipare alla progettazione di soluzioni digitali con il contesto delle risorse umane e a progettare la semplificazione e progettazione di dinamiche di amministrazione pubblica collegabili al territorio e alla formazione delle risorse umane.
In pursuit of the mission of the PNRR and following the art. 8 of Ministerial Decree 118/2023 (PNRR PRD), the research topics of the PhDs PNRR, structured transformation models and research kernels applied to the territory can be planned in the following areas:

- multidisciplinary study of policy processes and related actions, also in terms of problem solving, adaptation to social change and evaluation of their implementation.

- proposal of administrative and organizational strategies aimed at enhancing resources (environmental, social, and cultural) and including management and leadership strategies, also in terms of policy implementation.

- support for the digital and ecological transition of public administrations, also with reference to tangible and intangible cultural heritage.

- examination and proposal of administrative strategies aimed at enhancing resources (environmental, social, and cultural), also with reference to tangible and intangible cultural heritage.

- multidisciplinary study of policy processes and related actions, also in terms of problem solving, adaptation to social change and evaluation of their implementation.

- multidisciplinary study of policy processes and related actions, also in terms of problem solving, adaptation to social change and evaluation of their implementation.

- evaluation and creation of organizational skills, especially in the field of psychology and sociology of organizations, which respond to the rapid and constant change of administrative and ethical capacity in the planning of public policies.

- promotion of digital culture in formal educational contexts.

- support for the digital and ecological transition of public administrations, also with reference to tangible and intangible cultural heritage.

- examination and proposal of administrative strategies aimed at enhancing resources (environmental, social, and cultural), also with reference to tangible and intangible cultural heritage.

In pursuing the mission of the PNRR and following the art. 8 of Ministerial Decree 118/2023 (PNRR PRD), the research topics of the PhDs PNRR, structured transformation models and research kernels applied to the territory can be planned in the following areas:

- multidisciplinary study of policy processes and related actions, also in terms of problem solving, adaptation to social change and evaluation of their implementation.

- proposal of administrative and organizational strategies aimed at enhancing resources (environmental, social, and cultural) and including management and leadership strategies, also in terms of policy implementation.

- support for the digital and ecological transition of public administrations, also with reference to tangible and intangible cultural heritage.

- examination and proposal of administrative strategies aimed at enhancing resources (environmental, social, and cultural), also with reference to tangible and intangible cultural heritage.

- multidisciplinary study of policy processes and related actions, also in terms of problem solving, adaptation to social change and evaluation of their implementation.

- evaluation and creation of organizational skills, especially in the field of psychology and sociology of organizations, which respond to the rapid and constant change of administrative and ethical capacity in the planning of public policies.

- multidisciplinary study of policy processes and related actions, also in terms of problem solving, adaptation to social change and evaluation of their implementation.

- multidisciplinary study of policy processes and related actions, also in terms of problem solving, adaptation to social change and evaluation of their implementation.

In pursuing the mission of the PNRR and following the art. 8 of Ministerial Decree 118/2023 (PNRR PRD), the research topics of the PhDs PNRR, structured transformation models and research kernels applied to the territory can be planned in the following areas:

- multidisciplinary study of policy processes and related actions, also in terms of problem solving, adaptation to social change and evaluation of their implementation.

- proposal of administrative and organizational strategies aimed at enhancing resources (environmental, social, and cultural) and including management and leadership strategies, also in terms of policy implementation.

- support for the digital and ecological transition of public administrations, also with reference to tangible and intangible cultural heritage.

- examination and proposal of administrative strategies aimed at enhancing resources (environmental, social, and cultural), also with reference to tangible and intangible cultural heritage.

- multidisciplinary study of policy processes and related actions, also in terms of problem solving, adaptation to social change and evaluation of their implementation.

- evaluation and creation of organizational skills, especially in the field of psychology and sociology of organizations, which respond to the rapid and constant change of administrative and ethical capacity in the planning of public policies.

- multidisciplinary study of policy processes and related actions, also in terms of problem solving, adaptation to social change and evaluation of their implementation.

In pursuing the mission of the PNRR and following the art. 8 of Ministerial Decree 118/2023 (PNRR PRD), the research topics of the PhDs PNRR, structured transformation models and research kernels applied to the territory can be planned in the following areas:

- multidisciplinary study of policy processes and related actions, also in terms of problem solving, adaptation to social change and evaluation of their implementation.

- proposal of administrative and organizational strategies aimed at enhancing resources (environmental, social, and cultural) and including management and leadership strategies, also in terms of policy implementation.

- support for the digital and ecological transition of public administrations, also with reference to tangible and intangible cultural heritage.

- examination and proposal of administrative strategies aimed at enhancing resources (environmental, social, and cultural), also with reference to tangible and intangible cultural heritage.

- multidisciplinary study of policy processes and related actions, also in terms of problem solving, adaptation to social change and evaluation of their implementation.
Si richiedono competenze nell’ambito delle scienze umane (Aree disciplinari CUN - Analisi e valorizzazione culturale, socioeconomica e turistica del territorio; processi formativi e psicologici e nell’osservazione, anche dal punto di vista etico, dell’ambiente, del genere, della salute e della promozione socioeducativa e processi identitari e allo sviluppo locale partecipato focalizzati sui temi...
L'attività di ricerca si riferisce all'ambito della promozione della sostenibilità della produzione alimentare, con specifico riferimento all'interpretazione del rapporto tra area urbana e cittadini fragili, con analisi degli strumenti qualitativi e quantitativi (mappatura, interviste e osservazioni sul campo) e studio della relazione nel contesto degli orti urbani.

Si richiedono competenze su base economica; di pianificazione del territorio, dell'ambiente e del paesaggio; di sociologia e politiche sociali.

Preferibilmente lauree in Scienze economiche (LM-56), Direzione aziendale (LM-77; LM56), Scienze e tecnologie Agrarie (LM-69), Scienze e tecnologie alimentari (LM-70), Finanza aziendale (LM-77); Salvaguardia del territorio, dell'ambiente e del paesaggio (LM-75), Sociologia (LM88), Politiche e Servizi sociali (LM-87); Storia e cultura dei Paesi mediterranei (LM-84).

Skills in the human sciences are required (CUN disciplinary areas 10, 11, 12, 14).

TOTALE POSTI CON BORSA DI STUDIO: 14

TOTALE POSTI SENZA BORSA DI STUDIO: 1